
As investors face the prospect of the near-40 year bull market 
in bonds coming to an end, many are questioning the role of 
bonds in their portfolios. Conventional wisdom is that bonds 
suffer when rates rise. The truth is more complicated. Our 
analysis suggests that the effects will depend on how much 
rates rise, where the impact falls on the yield curve and how 
long the investor is prepared to wait. Meanwhile, narrowing 
spreads can provide a cushion against rising yields. What it 
means is that bond investors need not fear gradual interest 
rate normalisation, or even a mild recession, but need to be on 
guard for a sharp rise in inflation expectations.  

Kristjan Mee
Strategist, Research  
and Analytics

There has been much discussion recently on rising bond 
yields and what effect they will have on fixed income 
returns. When faced with the prospect of rising yields, the 
natural response is to cut the duration of a bond portfolio. 
Conceptually this makes sense, as longer duration bond 
prices are more sensitive to movements in yields. In fact, 
there is a good reason to believe that the threat posed 
by rising yields is much greater than in the past. Figure 1 
shows that the duration of US investment grade corporate 
bond index has been rising steadily over the last 10 years 
and is now significantly higher than in previous hiking 
cycles, for example between 2004 and 2006.  At the same 
time, the index yield is near a record low level at around 
3.9%. Consequently, it takes just a 0.7% annual rise in 
yield for price changes to wipe out a whole year’s worth of 
income. This highlights the level of risk embedded in the 
investment grade corporate bond market.

However, even if one is confident that yields are going to 
rise, cutting duration may not be the appropriate response. 
There are numerous other factors directly or indirectly 
affecting returns. What is more, these factors often have an 
opposite effect to each other and can take a while to play 
out. Some of these factors are:

–  Shape of the yield curve – yield curve shifts are rarely 
parallel. When short-term yields rise more than long-
term yields (a yield curve flattening, as has happened 
since the end of 2016), a short duration strategy could 
underperform a longer duration strategy.   

–  Trade-off between duration and yield – cutting duration 
when the yield curve is upward sloping requires foregoing 
some yield. The benefit of a diminished loss from rising 
yields needs to be large enough to compensate for the lost 
income for this switch to add value.

–  Trade-off between duration and roll-down – roll-down 
return is the gain (loss) arising when a bond’s duration 
shortens over time, assuming an unchanged upward 
(downward) sloping yield curve. It varies greatly at 
different parts of the curve. 

–  Credit spreads – besides yields, corporate bond returns 
are also driven by credit spreads. Historically, spreads 
have been negatively correlated with yields, so changes in 
spreads can partially offset any move in Treasury yields.

–  Timing – if yields rise towards the end of an investment 
horizon, that will leave less time to realise the benefits of 
those higher yields through higher income. 

Together these factors complicate the decision making 
process. In addition, investors need to take account of the 
opportunity cost. Betting on interest rates rising has been a 
widow-maker trade for many years. Should yields stay low 
or fall further, a short duration portfolio will underperform 
a longer-dated portfolio. The level of conviction on yield 

Figure 1: Rising duration is increasing risks in the  
US investment grade corporate bond index 

The index is Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Index. Source: Barclays and Schroders. 
Data as of 30 April 2018.
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movements should influence the extent of any portfolio 
adjustments. In order to shed light on this complexity, 
we have conducted a scenario analysis that simulates 
the returns in various environments, taking account of 
the factors above. Our analysis compares the impact of 
different shifts in the yield curve on long, aggregate and 
short duration corporate bond portfolios. 

These portfolios are represented by the Bloomberg 
Barclays US Long Corporate Index, the Bloomberg Barclays 
US Corporate Index (which we refer to as the aggregate 
index) and the Bloomberg Barclays US Intermediate 
Corporate Index. The long index consists of bonds that 
have a remaining maturity equal to or greater than 10 
years. The intermediate index consists of bonds that have a 
remaining maturity of less than 10 years. Finally, all indices 
only include investment grade corporate bonds.

Figure 2 sets out the key characteristics of all three 
indices. Notice how the difference in yield between the 
intermediate and long index is 1.0%, a reflection of the 
upward-sloping yield curve. However, the yield curve is 
much steeper at the shorter end of the curve and almost 
flat at longer maturities, which results in a much larger 
roll-down return for intermediate corporate bonds than for 
long bonds. The difference in carry, which takes account 
of both yield and roll down, is therefore only 0.3%. In very 
simple terms, this means that if the yield curve and credit 
spreads remain unchanged, long corporate bonds should 
be expected to return around 4.6% a year, compared with 
4.4% for the aggregate corporate bond market and 4.3% 
for intermediate corporate bonds.

Figure 2: Roll down can make a significant difference to 
overall bond returns

Yield to 
worst (A)

Roll 
down (B)

Carry 
(A+B) Duration Maturity

Intermediate 3.6 0.6 4.3 4.3 5.0

Aggregate 3.9 0.5 4.4 7.3 10.9

Long 4.6 0.0 4.6 13.7 23.8

Source: Barclays and Schroders. Data as of 30 April 2018.

Figure 3 presents simulated three-year annualised returns 
of these three benchmarks under a range of different 
outturns. At a very high level, returns have been calculated 
by taking account of yield, roll down and gains/losses from 
shifts in corporate bond yields (which in turn are a function of 
movements in US Treasury yields and credit spreads). A brief 
explanation of our methodology can be found in the box, with 
further details in the appendix. This includes our assumptions 
about spreads.

The returns in the table are based on a wide range of 
potential changes in Treasury yields. On the vertical axis 
we have the 1-year yield (a proxy for the short-term policy 
rate) and on the horizontal axis the slope between 1- and 
10-year yields (1s10s). That slope is a function of the longer-
term growth and inflation expectations. In every cell, the 
top number is the return of the intermediate, the middle 
number the return of the aggregate and the bottom 
number the return of the long index.

Our methodology (see Appendix for more)

Index total returns
Returns have been calculated by aggregating yield 
and roll-down income and gains/losses from shifts in 
corporate bond yields. Yield shifts are a function of 
movements in Treasury yields and credit spreads.  

Returns are calculated in quarterly steps and annualised. 
This means that, while changes in the Treasury or credit 
spread curve are registered in one quarter, the portfolio 
return will not be affected until the following quarter. 

Portfolios are rebalanced on a quarterly basis to reflect 
the current index composition. This assumes that the 
index duration remains relatively stable over time. 

Treasury yield curve
Historically, shifts in different parts of the yield curve 
have rarely been parallel. That is why it would be naïve 
to use the index yield as a sole variable. Instead, we 
estimate the shift in the whole Treasury yield curve. We 
use 1-year yield and the slope between 1- and 10-year 
yield (1s10s) to estimate the remaining points between 
one and 10 year maturity.

The slope of the yield curve between the 10-year and 
30-year points (10s30s) is assumed to track the slope of 
the 1-year and 10-year points, but with lower volatility, 
based on historical regression analysis. Other points on 
the curve are plotted by interpolation. 

Once we have all the yield curve scenarios, we can use 
the key maturity buckets of corporate bond indices to 
calculate the exact effect the shift in the Treasury curve 
will have on the index yield. For example, the 5-7 year 
maturity bucket has a weighted average maturity of 6 
years, so it will be sensitive to movements in the 6-year 
Treasury yield. 

Credit spreads
To estimate the changes in credit spreads we define five 
distinct scenarios that are associated with changes in Treasury 
yields and relate to specific economic environments.

In line with historical experience, credit spreads have 
been assumed to be negatively correlated with Treasury 
yields in most cases. The main exception is a situation 
where longer-dated yields rise rapidly and the yield 
curve steepens. In this scenario we assume that credit 
spreads rise with Treasury yields. 

We also assume that, given the already low level of 
credit spreads, a gradual normalisation of interest rates 
where long-dated yields remain in check is unlikely to 
result in appreciable further spread tightening. In such a 
case, credit spreads are assumed to remain unchanged. 

The credit spread curve is normally upward sloping and 
we maintain this shape in most cases. However, it can 
flatten or even invert in times of stress, when near-term 
refinancing risk is elevated.  We incorporate this feature 
in our analysis. (See Figure D in the Appendix for all our 
spread scenarios.) 
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For ease of interpretation, every cell has been coloured 
either purple (where long outperforms) or green (where 
intermediate outperforms).

The pink X marks a situation where there is no change in 
Treasury yields or option-adjusted spread (OAS)1, meaning 
that the 1-year yield stays at the current level of 2.3% and 
the 1s10s spread at 0.6%. The total returns in this scenario 
are 4.3%, 4.4% and 4.6% for intermediate, aggregate and 
long index respectively (note that this is not the same as the 

return figures in this cell, as the current 1-year yield is 2.3% 
and the 1s10s spread 0.6%, whereas the cell returns are for 
1-year yield of 2.5% and 1s10s spread of 0.5%). Taking this as 
a starting point, we can observe how Treasury yields rising 
or falling and yield curve steepening or flattening alter the 
returns. In general, a short-duration strategy will outperform 
if yields rise and a long-duration strategy if yields fall, but not 
always, as other factors need to be taken into account. 

1  A measure of the bond interest rate spread over the benchmark that takes account  
of any embedded options.

Figure 3: Three-year annualised return simulations
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Return forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Illustrative example  
Before drawing broad conclusions, we will go through 
a single scenario to show how returns are affected by a 
specific set of assumptions. For example, let us look at the 
scenario where the 1-year yield rises from current 2.3% to 
3.5%, the 10-year yield from 2.9% to 4.0% and the 30-year 
yield from 3.1% to 4.2%. These changes in yields of key 
maturities will lead to an upward shift of Treasury curve 
shown in Figure 4. The curve also flattens as the short-end 
rises more than the long-end. 

Such a scenario, where short-term yields rise ahead of 
the Federal Reserve’s long-run estimate of 2.9% but long-
dated yields remain contained, would be consistent with a 
strong economy and a rebound in productivity growth.  In 
this scenario, we assume that the credit spreads decrease 
slightly, especially at longer maturities (the short-dated 
spreads are currently more expensively valued on a historic 
context so have less scope to decline). 

Figure 5 summarises the effect that shifts in the Treasury 
curve and credit spreads will have on the key maturity 
buckets and of the aggregate corporate bond index. The 
1-3 year maturity bucket has a weighted average maturity 
close to 2 years, so it will be exposed to a 1.18% rise in the 
2-year Treasury yield and a 0.09% fall in OAS, resulting in a 
1.09% rise in corporate bond yield. In addition, flattening of 
the yield curve reduces the roll down return at this part of 
the curve by 0.37%, from 0.61% to 0.25%. 

Figure 5: How Treasury yields and spreads might react to a strong economy scenario

Weight in index Maturity
Change in 
Treasury yield Change in OAS

Change in roll- 
down return

Total gain/loss 
(%)

Index 11.0 1.09 -0.18 -0.10 -6.2

“1-3” 20% 2.1 1.18 -0.09 -0.37 -2.1

“3-5” 19% 4.0 1.11 -0.13 -0.05 -3.6

“5-7” 11% 6.0 1.08 -0.16 -0.39 -4.8

“7-10” 18% 8.5 1.05 -0.19 0.10 -6.0

“10-25” 17% 19.3 1.05 -0.25 -0.01 -9.4

25+ 15% 29.0 1.05 -0.24 0.06 -12.4

Source: Barclays and Schroders. Data as of April 30 2018

Return forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.

The last column of Figure 5 shows the total loss or gain from 
changes in both yields and OAS for each key maturity bucket. 
Notice the effects on the 10-25 and 25+ maturities. Their 
greater sensitivity to interest rate changes swamps any benefits 
from yield curve shifts, such as long-dated Treasury yields rising 
by less than short, long-dated credit spreads contracting by 
more than short and long-dated roll returns actually increasing. 
The result is they underperform by some margin. For long and 
intermediate benchmark returns, we simply re-weight each 
maturity bucket in its correct proportion. 

Figure 6 presents the annual total returns of three indices 
in this specific scenario. While the performance of the long 
duration index is clearly the worst in the short run, two 
points stand out. First, its annual returns remain positive, 
even in this sharply rising yield scenario. Second, the higher 
yield on longer- dated bonds means that long corporate 
bonds outperform shorter over longer time horizons. 
This is an important point. Investors with long investment 
horizons may find that, even if they successfully manage 
to time when to cut their interest rate exposure, they could 
still lose out if they do not successfully time when to extend 
it again. They should act only if they are confident that they 
have the skill and governance in place to take such tactical 
views. It is also interesting that the difference between 
short and aggregate return is small. It implies that cutting 
duration from 7.3 to 4.3 is not enough to significantly 
improve the return, at least in this scenario.

Figure 6: Annual total returns of intermediate, aggregate 
and long Index

Source: Barclays and Schroders. Data as of 30 April 2018.

Return forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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We now turn to looking at how various yield curve scenarios 
associated with specific economic conditions might affect 
the interplay of price, yield, spread and roll-down to affect 
returns for investors in bonds of different durations2.

History repeats itself
A flat or even inverted yield curve has been the outcome 
of the last two interest rate hiking cycles and this can 
favour long bonds. The blue box in Figure 3 highlights 
the scenarios which match these conditions. In these, 
short-term yields increase and the 1s10s spread remains 
the same or decreases. Overall, the performance is not 
that bad for bondholders. Intermediate and aggregate 
corporate bond returns are positive in all but the most 
extreme case in Figure 3, when the 1-year rate rises to 
5%. This is even higher than what the more extreme 
bond bears are currently predicting. Long corporate bond 
returns can remain positive in the face of a parallel rise in 
1- and 10-year yields of almost 1.5%. If the curve flattens 
entirely, or even inverts, then long corporate bonds can 
sustain even higher rises in short rates without suffering 
losses. A flattening can also result in long corporate bonds 
outperforming intermediate corporate bonds, even as 
yields rise.

Supply and demand turns against bonds
However, if the 1-year yield stays at 2.3% but supply/
demand dynamics turn against bonds (whether because of 
an increase in supply or investors turning against bonds, 
or both), this could cause the yield curve to steepen. In 
this scenario, returns start to decline quickly: just a 0.15% 
rise in the 10-year yield will cause a price decline sufficient 
to erase the 0.3% return pick-up that long corporate 
bonds currently have over intermediate corporate bonds. 
Anything more than that and the long duration index will 
underperform. This highlights again how much more 
sensitive returns are to moves in the long-end of Treasury 
curve. There is a danger that, as the Fed unwinds the 
bond purchases made under the quantitative easing 
programme, long-end yields could increase more than is 
justified by growth and inflation expectations, the normal 
drivers of the curve.

Recession – a surprisingly benign outcome
Although a recession-induced fall in short-term yields 
would be associated with rising credit spreads, this is 
generally a reasonable environment for corporate bond 
investors, thanks to the benefit they gain from falling 
Treasury yields. This is highlighted in the red boxed 
section of Figure 3. It assumes that the 1-year yield falls 
significantly as the Fed cuts rates to counter an economic 
slump. Even though we assume that the aggregate index 
OAS increases from 108bps to 350bps in that scenario, the 
total returns are still higher than in most other scenarios, 
especially if the 1s10s spread also narrows. It highlights 
how investment grade corporate bond returns are more 
driven by Treasury yields than spreads. 

2  Note that the scenarios presented here are different from the OAS scenarios we use 
in the return simulation

Stagflation – a much more malign outcome 
At the other end of the spectrum is the absolute worst 
outcome for corporate bond investors. In the area 
highlighted by the purple box in Figure 3, the 1-year yield 
rises above 3.0% and the yield curve steepens significantly. 
These scenarios could materialize if there is an inflation 
shock to which the Fed is slow to react, coupled with a 
weak economy, “stagflation”. Longer maturities will have to 
adjust sharply upwards to provide enough compensation 
for (unexpected) inflation. Something similar happened 
in the US in the late 1970s, when a high unemployment 
rate forced the Fed to hold tight and not fight runaway 
inflation with higher rates. This, coupled with oil price 
shocks in 1973 and 1979, led to a de-anchoring of inflation 
expectations. The 10-year yield rose from 2.3% in 1973 to 
13.6% in 1980. 

Granted, with the unemployment rate at very low levels, 
we are a long way from that situation. However, at this late 
stage in the recovery the Fed is likely to be keen to avoid an 
overly sharp tightening in monetary policy given the risks 
to growth and the very high levels of debt in the economy 
(public, corporate and household). These risks are why 
it is not unrealistic to think that there could be a sudden 
increase in inflation. 

In this stagflationary scenario, the correlation between 
yields and OAS would likely turn positive, meaning that 
investors would be hit by losses from both duration and 
spread widening. The aggregate index would see losses in 
all the cases highlighted in the purple box. What is more, 
even the intermediate index would fail to produce any 
meaningful returns, despite having low duration. 

We accept that the worst cases we have outlined in these 
scenarios look unlikely, however few expected rates to 
soar into double-digits in the 1970s. For bond investors, 
forewarned is forearmed.

The key conclusions of our return simulations are as follows:

–  Rising yields do not have to result in negative corporate 
bond returns or long corporate bonds underperforming 
shorter-dated bonds.

–  A gradual normalisation of interest rates, where short 
rates rise to 3% and the 10-year yield to 3.5% would result 
in annual returns in the range of approximately 2.5-3.5% 
for long, aggregate and intermediate corporate bonds.

–  Long-dated corporate bond returns can remain in 
positive territory even in the face of a 1.5% parallel rise 
in 1-year and 10-year Treasury yields, assuming some 
moderate spread compression, which may be one 
outcome of gradual normalisation.

–  Corporate bonds, especially long maturity ones, are most 
at risk from yield curve steepening. An inflation shock or 
deterioration in fiscal health are risks to watch here.

–  Even assuming significant credit spread widening, corporate 
bonds can generate positive returns in a recessionary 
scenario, thanks to the gains to be had from falling Treasury 
yields, a likely outcome of these circumstances.
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Additional factors to consider
The previous return simulation exercises looked at the 
sensitivity of the corporate bond index to changes in the 
level and shape of the Treasury and OAS curves. However, 
there are additional factors investors need to be aware of. 
These either directly affect returns or have a bearing on the 
selection of the appropriate investment strategy. Below we 
have outlined three of the major ones.

1. Investment horizon
It is important to understand that, while rising yields are 
initially negative for returns, they will eventually become 
a tailwind for a corporate bond portfolio, all else being 
equal. This happens when the additional yield overcomes 
the duration loss. We therefore need to consider the 
investment horizon. In conducting the return simulation 
analysis, we implicitly assumed that investors have a three-
year investment horizon. But the results will be different if 
the investment horizon is longer.

In Figure 7, the blue line shows the annualised total return 
of the aggregate index in the same scenario we covered in 
Figure 5. The green line represents a no change scenario 
where a portfolio keeps earning the same return, year 
after year. Notice how the blue line (total return) is lowest 
after one year, but starts to rise gradually due to rising 
yield income. After three years, when the last rate increase 
has taken place, additional income is still not enough to 
cover duration loss. Investors with a three-year investment 
horizon would therefore be worse off than in a case where 
there is no change. 

However, as we increase the investment horizon, the 
pendulum starts to swing. With every passing year, the 
blue line moves closer to the green line. After nine years, 
the blue line crosses the green line, meaning that the 
return from the rising yields scenario has become greater 
than the return of no change scenario. Investors with 
investment horizons of nine years or more would benefit 
from rising yields.    

2. Timing 
The losses from rising yields do not just depend on the 
duration of the portfolio, but also on the timing of yield 
changes. In the return simulation exercises, we assumed 
that the change happens in equal quarterly steps. This does 
not necessarily have to be the case. First, the yields can 
rise (or fall) sharply over a short period. Second, it makes a 
difference if the change happens closer to the beginning or 
the end of an investor’s time horizon. Both of these factors 
will have an impact on the return. 

We can illustrate this with an example. For the sake of 
simplicity, let us assume that there is a 2% parallel upward 
shift in the yield curve and no change in the OAS curve. 
Assuming an investor has a four-year investment horizon, 
we are interested in the returns at the end of year four. In 
the first case, the 2% change happens immediately over two 
quarters. In the second case, it happens over four years in 
equal quarterly steps. In the third case, it happens over the 
last two quarters at the end of the four-year period.

If we insert these assumptions into our model, we find that 
the immediate shift will result in a 2.6% annualised return, 
a gradual shift to a 1.7% return and an end-of-period shift 
to a 1.0% return. There is an identical 2% parallel move in 
rates in each case, but the returns are quite different. The 
difference simply comes down to the fact that the sooner 
the change happens, the more time there is to receive 
the higher yield income. In the first case, there is almost 
four years, in the second case four years as well but with 
increasing increments, in the third case there is almost no 
time to earn higher income. All else being equal, the more 
drawn out the rise in yields is, the worse the longer term 
returns will be.

3. OAS assumptions
We assumed in the recession return simulation analysis 
that the aggregate index OAS widens to 350bps. It would 
be instructive to see what would happen to returns if the 
spreads were to rise more than that. This might prove 
useful in analysing the US Corporate Index, where the 
credit quality has worsened over time and therefore the 
spread assumptions based on historical performance 
might turn out to be too conservative. Figure 8 shows the 
three-year annualized returns in a scenario where the 
1-year yield falls to 0.5% and the 10-year yield to 1.5%, 
combined with four different OAS scenarios. 

If the OAS widens to 350bps, the three-year annualised 
total return of the aggregate corporate bond index will 
be 3.4%. This is 1% less than in a scenario where there is 
no change in yields or OAS. Even so, the gain from falling 
yields is still large enough to cover most of the losses 
from spread widening. Should the OAS widen to 450bps, 
the return will be cut to 1.7%. Further spread widening 
to 550bps would leave the three-year annualised return 
barely positive at 0.25%. Finally, if spreads widen to 650bps 
(close to the peak in the financial crisis), the return will turn 
negative, at -2.4%. Clearly, this represents quite a wide 
range of outcomes. 

Figure 7: Good things come to those who wait 

Cumulative annualised total return of US Corporate Index

Source: Barclays and Schroders. Data as of 30 April 2018.

Return forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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The benefits of flexibility in credit
Navigating an uncertain interest rate future is challenging. 
Investors may be tempted to take drastic action and 
cut duration across their portfolios. However, a flexible 
approach which takes advantage of the full range of 
investment options could result in a more satisfactory 
outcome. For example, unlike the government bond 
yield curve, where all bonds lie neatly on the curve, the 
corporate bond curve is more of a cloud. There is wide 
variation of yields at any given maturity point, even 
when adjusted for credit rating. Figures 9 and 10 show 
the distribution of aggregate market and A-rated bonds, 
respectively. Both figures also include the Bloomberg US 
Corporate par-coupon yield curve, a proxy for index yield at 
each maturity point. 

For 10-year A-rated bonds, it is possible to earn a yield 
anywhere between 3.7% and 4.6%, with the market average 
A-rated 10-year yield 3.2%. This dispersion means that, 
through careful selection, it is possible to achieve a higher 
yield than would be earned by simply buying the market. 
This yield pickup can provide an additional cushion against 
any upward move in Treasury yields. Of course, if a bond 
has a higher yield it will usually be because the market has 
a dimmer view of its prospects than the overall market, but 
not always. Poorer liquidity or a smaller issue size can also 
make a bond less attractive to some investors and result in 
a higher yield without a commensurate increase in credit 
risk. Fundamental research is essential to successfully 
implementing such a strategy and avoiding buying bonds 
that turn out to be cheap for good reason. 

Figure 8: OAS assumptions can make a big difference  
to returns 

Three-year annualised returns

Source: Barclays and Schroders. Data as of 30 April 2018.

Return forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Another way that flexibility can reap benefits is in 
constructing a portfolio to achieve a given weighted 
average maturity. For example, it is possible for an investor 
to build a portfolio with a maturity of five years in many 
different ways:

– buy a 5-year bond 
– put 20% in each of a 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-year bond 
– put 75% in a 1-year bond and 25% in a 17-year bond.

Figure 9: US corporate bond yields form a diffuse cloud… 

Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Index constituents

The green line is Bloomberg USD US Corporate IG par-coupon yield curve. Source: 
Barclays and Schroders. Data as of 30 April 2018. 

Figure 10: …which is only slightly less diffuse in better 
quality corporate bonds 

Bloomberg Barclays US single-A Corporate Index constituents

The green line is Bloomberg USD US Corporate A par-coupon yield curve. Source: Barclays 
and Schroders. Data as of 30 April 2018. 
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Conclusion
Our analysis shows that the threat posed by higher yields to corporate bond returns is real, but not 
straightforward. 

–  First, it matters a lot if the rise is concentrated at the short or the long-end of the yield curve. Moreover, even 
if the move is parallel, the 10-year yield must rise above 4% before corporate bond investors start to suffer 
significant losses. 

–  Second, the relationship between yields and spreads is an important determinant of total returns. Narrowing 
spreads can provide a cushion against rising yields. However, this negative correlation between yields and 
spreads could change if yields rise too fast. 

– Third, each portfolio must be viewed individually, as the optimal strategy depends on the investment horizon. 

In terms of economic scenarios, a “normalising” environment where yields rise steadily is probably one of the 
better likely outcomes from the current hiking cycle. However, this assumes that the Fed keeps control of the 
programme to unwind its bond purchases. Less good but still bearable would be a recession.  At the other end of 
the spectrum, bond holders would find it hard to find shelter if we had a re-run of the stagflationary conditions 
seen in the 1970s.

More sophisticated approaches are possible, but even 
these simple examples can result in very different 
outcomes, despite having a common maturity of five years. 
For example, were we to use only A-rated bonds to build 
the portfolios, the first and the second would each have a 
yield of 3.6%, yet the third would yield only 3.2%. Moreover, 
their differing exposures to the yield curve would also 
result in different roll-down returns. 

Importantly, the returns of the portfolios are sensitive to 
movements in different parts of the yield curve. The first 
is sensitive to movements in a single point, the second to 
a section of the curve centred around that point, whereas 

the final portfolio is completely insensitive to movements 
in that part of the curve. Returns from this final “barbell” 
portfolio will be driven by movements at the very short end 
and the very long end. Given that very long-dated bonds 
benefit from structural demand from pension plans and 
insurance companies, it is possible to construct a scenario 
where the very long end remains relatively well anchored, 
even in the face of rising shorter-dated yields. We portray 
this not as a recommended portfolio, but merely to 
illustrate the ability to take a more sophisticated approach 
to managing duration risk.
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Appendix 

Methodology
The return analysis is based on the Bloomberg Barclays 
US Corporate Index and its long and short duration sub 
indices. The top row of Figure A summarizes the key 
characteristics of the index. It has a weighted average yield-
to-worst of 3.92%, annual roll down return of 0.45%, total 
carry (yield + roll down) of 4.37%, maturity of 10.9 years, 
modified duration of 7.29 and option-adjusted spread (OAS) 
of 108bps. For calculating roll down, we use Bloomberg 
USD US Corporate IG par-coupon yield curve. This curve 
is a good fit for the actual distribution of bond yields (see 
Figure 9).    

Figure A also includes the same data for the key maturity 
buckets. These buckets are defined by the index provider. 
For example, the 7-10 year bucket includes all the bonds 
with remaining maturity greater than or equal to 7 years, 
but less than 10 years. The weighted average maturity of 
bonds in this bucket is 8.5 years. There are six maturity 
buckets in total, spread across the whole yield curve. These 
buckets are crucial in conducting return analysis, as they 
allow us to test nonparallel shifts in the yield curve 

The return analysis has four steps. First, we model the shift 
in the par-coupon US Treasury yield curve by estimating 
the change in 1-, 10- and 30-year Treasury yields. The other 
maturities are obtained through interpolation. The 1-year 
yield is a proxy for the short-term policy rate, as it is highly 
sensitive to the Fed’s rate path expectations, whereas the 10- 
and 30-year yields are a function of long-term growth and 

Figure A: Key statistics for the Bloomberg Barclays US IG Corporate Index   

Weight YTW Roll down Carry Maturity Duration OAS

Index 3.92 0.45 4.37 10.9 7.29 108

“1-3” 20% 3.09 0.61 3.70 2.1 1.95 58

“3-5” 19% 3.53 0.53 4.06 4.0 3.67 79

“5-7” 11% 3.88 0.76 4.64 6.0 5.24 101

“7-10” 18% 4.13 0.72 4.85 8.5 7.05 119

“10-25” 17% 4.53 0.11 4.64 19.3 11.97 153

25+ 15% 4.58 -0.02 4.56 29.0 15.59 149

Source: Barclays and Schroders. Data as of 30 April 2018 

inflation expectations. By using these three maturities, we 
can test a wide range of yield curve scenarios, from extreme 
flattening to extreme steepening and everything in between.

We then use the key maturity buckets to find the impact that 
the shift in the Treasury curve will have on the corporate 
bond index. We match the weighted average maturity of each 
maturity bucket to the current and projected Treasury curve 
and calculate the difference between current and projected 
yield. The difference is then used to calculate the return, 
taking account the modified duration and convexity of each 
key maturity bucket.

Second, we add the change in spread. This is done by 
estimating the change in OAS of each key maturity bucket. 
Since six maturity buckets are spread quite evenly across 
the curve, we can incorporate the change in both the 
level and the shape of the OAS curve. For example, we 
can say that the OAS increases relatively more for shorter 
maturity buckets. Third, we add together the changes in 
the Treasury and OAS curves to estimate the new corporate 
index yield curve. We use this curve to calculate roll-down 
after the changes in the Treasury and OAS curves. 

Finally, we calculate the total return in the specific scenario. 
The returns are calculated in quarterly intervals and consist 
of yield, roll-down returns and gains or losses from changes 
in the Treasury and OAS curves. We assume that the 
portfolio is rebalanced quarterly and that index duration 
remains relatively stable over time. 
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Scenarios 
Since there is a multitude of views about the future path of 
bond yields, we refrain from defining one or few scenarios 
that we believe are more likely. Instead, we define a whole 
range of scenarios. These include yields not just rising, but 
also falling or remaining unchanged. 

The yield curve scenarios are summarized in Figure B. 
In order to estimate the shift in the Treasury curve, we 
assume that the 1-year yield, the proxy for the Fed’s policy 
rate, can move between 0% and 5% (the leftmost column in 
Figure B). We then add the spread between the 1- and 10-
year yield to get the 10-year yield. This term spread (1s10s) 
is assumed to range between -0.5% and 2.5% (the top row 
in Figure B). For example, in the extreme case, adding 2.5% 
term spread to 5% 1-year yield results in the 10-year yield 
of 7.5%. There are 77 different combinations in total, on 
the basis of 0.5% steps. Defining just a few key maturities 
allows us to test a number of different scenarios.

Figure B: Treasury yield scenarios   

Yield curve slope: 1s10s 
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2.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5

2.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
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4.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5

4.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0

5.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5

Source: Schroders 

For estimating the 30-year yield, we assume that the spread 
between the 10- and 30-year yield (10s30s) tracks the 
spread between the 1- and 10-year yield (1s10s), but with 
lower volatility. Historically, this has been the case. Figure 
C shows the actual and predicted 10s30s term spread. The 
predicted spread is based on a linear regression, where the 
10s30s spread is the dependent and the 1s10s spread the 
independent variable. By using the regression coefficients, 
we can calculate a matching 10s30s spread for every 
combination of 1- and 10-year yields shown in Figure B. 
For example, the 1-year yield at 5% and the 10-year yield at 
7.5% implies a 10s30s spread of 0.7% and the 30-year yield 
at 8.2%.

Next, we have to make assumptions about the OAS curve. 
We could say, just as with Treasury yields, that the spreads 
are likely to fall in some specified range. However, this 
would mean that the number of different yield and OAS 
combinations would become unmanageably large. Instead, 
we have defined five different scenarios for the OAS. These 
scenarios reflect various economic environments and are 
aligned with changes in Treasury yields. 

Historically, yields and spreads have been negatively 
correlated. We assume that this relationship holds, except 
in cases where the long end of the curve rises rapidly (as 
in the bottom right-hand corner of Figure B). This could 
happen, for example, in reaction to a significant and 
unexpected upsurge in inflation. In this extreme scenario, 
the OAS curve is expected to shift upwards. The five OAS 
scenarios we have defined are:

–  Baseline scenario: The policy rate has little room to rise 
as the real equilibrium rate (r*, where both inflation and 
unemployment are contained) is low. Growth remains 
stable and the OAS is unchanged at 108bps

–  Slowdown: Growth decelerates and the Fed halts the 
hiking cycle. Slight widening of the OAS to 160bps.   

–  Recession: The Fed is forced to cut rates, possibly to 
zero, the “lower bound”. The long-end of the bond curve 
either stays steep or flattens significantly, depending on 
inflation and growth expectations. The OAS widens to 
350bps 

–  Productivity growth rebounds: Rising r* means that 
the Fed can hike more than expected. Improvement 
in productivity keeps the long-end in check. The OAS 
narrows to 90bps

–  Inflation/deficit shock: The yield curve steepens 
significantly. Correlation between spreads and yields 
turns positive. The OAS widens to 160bps. 

Figure C: The long bond spread can be predicted fairly 
accurately using shorter bond spreads

10s30s spread actual and predicted values

Source: Schroders, Barclays
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Besides the level of the OAS, we have to consider the  
shape of the OAS curve, because changes in spreads do  
not have to move in parallel. Normally, the OAS curve is 
upward sloping, meaning that bonds with longer maturity 
have a higher spread to compensate for the added risk of 
owning them. However, in times of stress, the OAS curve 
can flatten or even invert. This happens because shortage 
of cash reduces issuers’ ability to make coupon payments 
or redeem bonds. We therefore assume that the shape 
of the OAS curve remains the same in “Baseline” and 
“Productivity growth rebounds” scenarios, flattens slightly 
in “Slowdown” and “Inflation/deficit shock” scenarios, and 
inverts in the “Recession” scenario. Figure D tabulates 
the OAS scenarios, matching each one with its respective 
Treasury curve scenario.   

Figure D: OAS scenarios (projected spread in brackets). 
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